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Is the *O vs. *OH scaling relation intercept
more relevant than the *OOH vs. *OH intercept
to capture trends in the oxygen evolution reaction?

Maksim Sokolov1,2 and Kai S. Exner1,2,3,4,5,*
THE BIGGER PICTURE

Green hydrogen, produced by

electrocatalytic water splitting in

electrolyzers using energy from

renewable sources, is an

environmentally friendly option

for energy storage. To date, the

anodic oxygen evolution reaction

(OER) represents the main

bottleneck for the large-scale

implementation of electrolyzers

due to the low intrinsic activity of

OER catalysts. Theoretical studies

have helped to gain mechanistic

insight into the OER by identifying

limiting factors at the atomistic
SUMMARY

The transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources is inev-
itable, and electrocatalytic water splitting to produce hydrogen is
one of the core processes that must be further optimized. Regret-
tably, the anodic oxygen evolution reaction (OER) severely limits
its efficiency. Theory explains the humble intrinsic activity of OER
catalysts by scaling relations between reaction intermediates. While
the scaling relation between the *OOH and *OH intermediates is
well established, only the slope of the *O vs.*OH relation has an esti-
mated numerical value, whereas the intercept of this scaling relation
is frequently assumed to be zero. Herein, we demonstrate how de-
viations from this assumption cause changes in the shape of the vol-
cano plot and the prevalent mechanisms at the apex of the volcano
plot. Our derived volcano plots may enable further progress in the
design of OER catalysts by shifting focus on the intercept of the
*O vs. *OH scaling relation.
level. There is a consensus in the

literature that a scaling

relationship between the *OOH

and *OH intermediates in the

mechanistic cycle limits the

intrinsic activity of OER catalysts.

On the other hand, the scaling

relation between the *O and *OH

intermediates has been largely

ignored in identifying materials

motifs for the OER. The present

article demonstrates the

importance of the *O vs. *OH

scaling relation to understand

activity trends and identify

candidate materials using the

concept of volcano plots.
INTRODUCTION

Oxygen evolution reaction (OER) belongs to the most studied1–11 electrocata-

lytic processes due to its central importance as anodic counterreaction in pro-

ton exchange membrane electrolyzers for hydrogen production at the cathode

of the device. In contrast to the kinetically facile hydrogen evolution reaction,

large overpotentials of several hundred millivolts are experimentally observed

to reach OER current densities of at least 10 mA/cm2 for use in solar cell

devices.12

The reason for the humble activity of OER catalysts is mainly attributed to its

sluggish reaction kinetics, as four proton-electron pairs need to be transferred

for the formation of a single oxygen molecule, 2H2O / O2 + 4H+ + 4e–,

U0
OER = 1:23 V vs. reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). In the last 15 years, elec-

tronic structure calculations in the density functional theory (DFT) approximation

have been widely used to investigate the elementary steps of the OER over a

variety of different materials, ranging from metals to metal oxides, sulfide-based

materials, carbon-based materials, or high-entropy alloys.8,13–17 Most of these

works rely on the assessment of the thermodynamics by determining the free en-

ergy changes, DG0
i ði = 1; 2; 3; 4Þ, of the four proton-coupled electron transfer

steps in the OER, which is facilitated by the application of the computational

hydrogen electrode approach, as introduced by Nørskov and coworkers at the

beginning of the 21st century.18 Independent of material class, the theoretical

framework linked the low intrinsic activity of OER catalysts to a scaling rela-

tion19–23 in the reaction mechanism: it is commonly considered that the OER
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proceeds via the *OH, *O, and *OOH intermediates, and the free energy differ-

ence between the *OOH and *OH intermediates amounts to about 3.20 eV in a

class of materials.13 This contrasts with the suggested optimum scaling relation

intercept of a so-called ideal catalyst, which, based on the equilibrium potential

of the OER, amounts to 2eU0
OER = 2:46 eV.24 Therefore, the deviation of 0.74 eV

of the *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation from the thermodynamic ideal underpins

that the OER is thermodynamically restrained,24,25 which may explain the slow

reaction kinetics on the atomic scale. It should be noted that the concrete ther-

modynamic ideal intercept of the *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation is a matter of

debate in the community as different viewpoints on the optimum intercept have

been reported.26,27

The *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation is commonly regarded as the main bottleneck for

the development of highly active OER catalysts. To this end, the concept of scaling

relations is often combined with the Sabatier principle28 to construct volcano plots,

which aid the understanding of activity trends of materials by means of heuristic ac-

tivity descriptors.19,29–36 Besides the *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation in the OER,

another scaling relation between the *O and *OH intermediates has been reported,

which, however, is not as pronounced as the correlation between the *OOH and *OH

adsorbates.8,20,37 So far, little attention has been paid to the *O vs. *OH scaling rela-

tion in previous studies.

In the present manuscript, we shed light on the importance of the *O vs. *OH scaling

relation for the OER volcano plot as well as the design of highly active catalysts. In

previous works, it has been assumed that the scaling coefficient of the *O vs. *OH

scaling relation is equal to two without an intercept (G�O = 2G�OH). Using the data-

set of Divanis et al. on metallic and semiconducting oxides from a decade of atomic

scale simulations in the Rossmeisl and Nørskov groups,37 we demonstrate that this

correlation does not hold true in most cases. Rather, the *O vs. *OH scaling relation

(G�O = g1G�OH + x1) is described by a scaling coefficient, g1, and intercept, x1,

which both deviate from two and zero, respectively. By applying an in-house data-

driven strategy,38,39 we construct generalized volcano plots to assess the influence

of the scaling coefficient and intercept of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation on activity

trends in the OER. Notably, the intercept x1 has a significant effect on the OER vol-

cano curve, leading to a situation where two apexes, one global and one local, can

be observed. Our revised OER volcano plots are able to comprehend the activity

trends of IrO2 and RuO2, which are among the most active OER catalysts, for

different pH values and motivate future studies by searching for correlations related

to the *O and *OH adsorbates rather than the *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation.

Theoretical model

The elementary reaction steps of theOER include the subsequent formation of the *OH,

*O,and*OOH intermediates,40,41 and the corresponding reactionmechanism is referred

to as the mononuclear pathway, which is summarized in Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4.

�+H2O / �OH+H+ + e� DG1ðUÞ = DG0
1 � eU (Equation 1)
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In Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4,DG0
i ði = 1;2;3;4Þ indicates the free energy change of the

respective elementary reaction step at U = 0 V vs. RHE, and DGiðUÞ refers to the free

energy change at a given applied electrode potential U vs. RHE. The sum of the four

free energy changes amounts to 4:92 eV = 4eU0
OER at U = 0 V vs. RHE to meet the

condition of electrochemical equilibrium, which is achieved by considering the

concept of gas-phase error corrections42 in the analysis.

Based on the free energy changes of Equations 1–4, we can specify the free energies of

the reaction intermediates *OH, *O, and *OOH as follows (cf. Equations 5, 6, 7, and 8):

G�ðUÞ = 0 (Equation 5)
G�OHðUÞ = DG1ðUÞ = DG0
1 � eU (Equation 6)
G�OðUÞ = DG1ðUÞ+DG2ðUÞ = DG0
1 +DG0

2 � 2eU (Equation 7)
G�OOHðUÞ = DG1ðUÞ+DG2ðUÞ+DG3ðUÞ = DG0
1 +DG0

2 +DG0
3 � 3eU (Equation 8)
G�+O2ðgÞðUÞ = S4
i = 1DGiðUÞ = 4:92 eV � 4eU (Equation 9)

It is noteworthy that the values of free energies are not entirely independent from

each other since they are connected through the so-called scaling relations.13,43,44

For the OER, two major scaling relations have been reported. One scaling

relation refers to the *O and *OH intermediates (cf. Equation 10), whereas the other

scaling relationship is encountered between the *OOH and *OH adsorbates (cf.

Equation 11):

G�O = g1G�OH + x1 (Equation 10)
G�OOH = g2G�OH + x2 (Equation 11)

In Equations 10 and 11, g1 or g2 are dimensionless slope coefficients, and x1 or

x2 denote the intercept of the respective scaling relation. Please note that in the

literature, scaling relations are often expressed in terms of energies, E, rather

than free energies, G, since the impact of zero-point energy and entropic correc-

tions on the free energy can be considered negligible in a homologous series of

materials.18

By rewriting Equations 10 and 11, we relate the above scaling relations to the respec-

tive free energy changes,DG0
i ði = 1;2;3Þ, of the mononuclear mechanism (cf. Equa-

tions 12 and 13):

DG0
2 = g0

1DG
0
1 + x01 (Equation 12)
DG0
3 = g0

2DG
0
2 + x02 = g0

1g
0
2DG

0
1 +g0

2x
0
1 + x02 (Equation 13)

Similar to Equations 10 and 11, g0
1 or g

0
2 and x01 or x

0
2 denote the dimensionless slope

coefficients and intercepts, respectively. Note that the relationships between the

coefficients of Equations 10 and 12 are given by g0
1 = g1 � 1 and x01 = x1. To

determine the values of g0
2 and x02, we utilize the fact that the slope coefficient and

intercept of the scaling relation in Equation 11 are well-accepted to be g2 = 1

and x2 = 3:2 eV, respectively.13,37–41,45–56

Consequently, we arrive at g0
2 = � 1 and x02 = x2 = 3:2 eV.We further refer to these

values in the results section. For a detailed discussion on the slope coefficients and

intercept, we refer to the literature.13,57
Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024 3
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The numerical values used in previous works that focus on the construction of volcano

plots and the understanding of activity trends relating to the scaling relation of Equa-

tion 12 are g1 = 2;g0
1 = 1, and x1 = x01 = 0.31,58–60 However, there are studies that

have reported values of the intercept of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation, x1 = x01, that
deviate from zero.25,61 This findingmotivates to inspect the impact of the *O vs. *OH

scaling on the OER activity volcano plot in the present contribution.

While initially it was assumed that the trends of OER catalysts can be described by

volcano analyses based on the mononuclear mechanism only,13,41 there is clear ev-

idence in the literature that materials in a homologous series do not necessarily

comply with the same mechanism. Following a recent volcano-approach study by

one of the authors,39 in the present study, we factor a plethora of different pathways,

namely the bifunctional I,45 bifunctional II,45–47 binuclear,48,49 and oxide50 mecha-

nisms, into our data-driven assessment of the OER volcano plot. These mechanistic

descriptions are summarized in section S1 of the supplemental information, and they

are subjected to a dedicated thermodynamic analysis discussed in section S2 of the

supplemental information. Based on the derived free energy expressions, we deter-

mine the electrocatalytic activity in the approximation of the descriptorGmaxðUÞ,51,52
which is based on the free energy spanmodel.62 The choice of this activity measure is

corroborated by the fact that it is a more accurate descriptor than the conventionally

applied thermodynamic overpotential, hTD,
63 due to the imitation of overpotential

and kinetic effects in the evaluation of adsorption free energies to assess activity

trends. Note that we assess GmaxðUÞ at an applied electrode potential of U =

1:60 V vs. RHE. This electrode potential can be related to typical experimental reac-

tion conditions to achieve a current density on the order of at least 10 mA/cm2.

In section S3 of the supplemental information, we summarize the application of

GmaxðUÞ to all OERmechanisms in question. Activity predictions byGmaxðUÞ and vari-

ation of the x01 intercept culminate in one-dimensional volcano plots with DG0
1 as a

variable and x01 as a parameter (cf. Figure S1 in section 4 of the supplemental infor-

mation). Further details of the volcano plot construction are provided in section S4 of

the supplemental information, where we discuss the choice of parameters of our

data-driven analysis. Additional information on our modeling approach can also

be found in the literature,38 where our in-house methodology has been dedicatedly

explained. The main idea of our investigation is to vary DG0
1 and to track changes in

the preferred reaction mechanism(s) in the OER volcano plot by using ‘‘inexact

matching’’ of the descriptor GmaxðUÞ; this technique is further explained in section

S4 of the supplemental information. While we emphasize that our group has recently

published several papers on the impact of various reaction mechanisms on the vol-

cano plot39,64–67 for a variety of electrocatalytic processes including the OER, the

present study breaks new ground by discussing the impact of the *O vs. *OH scaling

relation intercept (cf. Equation 12) on the volcano plot. This appears to be an impor-

tant factor that, hitherto, has been largely overlooked in the discussion of volcano

curves, whereas the scaling relation intercept between the *OOH vs. *OH adsor-

bates (cf. Equation 13) has been extensively investigated in previous works.13,25,44,68

RESULTS

We start our analysis by replicating the reference data byDivanis et al.37 (cf. Figure 1).

This dataset comprises the free energy changes, DG0
i ði = 1;2;3;4Þ, of the mononu-

clear mechanism (cf. Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4) for a variety of metal oxides, including

pristine and doped materials. The choice of this dataset is 2-fold: first, metal oxides

are among the most active OER catalysts by referring to IrO2 and RuO2.
69 Second,

even if the calculated adsorption free energies depend on the chosen computational
4 Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024



Figure 1. Data for the scaling relation between the adsorption energies of the *O and *OH

intermediates

Blue dashed line: linear regression result. Purple dashed line: conventional scaling relation

considered for the construction of volcano plots. Dark blue dotted line: linear regression of the

best-fit line shifted up or down by 1.5 times the square root of the mean squared error (MSE),
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

MSE
p

= 0:63 eV. Data taken from the work by Divanis et al.37
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parameters with respect to the exchange correlation functional, the scaling relations

based on the free energy changes DG0
i ði = 1;2;3; 4Þ are largely invariant to the

computational settings, as discussed in a recent analysis of this dataset to compre-

hend the OER at the atomic level.70

Please note that in Divanis’ work, adsorption energies rather than adsorption free en-

ergies are reported, thus relying on the tacit assumption that the contribution of zero-

point energy and entropic corrections to the free energy changes is negligible in a ho-

mologous series of materials. Figure 1 indicates that the best-fit line of the *O vs. *OH

scaling relation reveals g1 = 1:60 (g0
1 = 0:60) and x1 = 1:57 eV (x01 = 1:57 eV) (cf. Equa-

tions 10, 11, 12, and 13); these values differ significantly from the commonly assumed

values of g1 = 2:00 (g0
1 = 1:00) and x1 = 0:00 eV (x01 = 0:00 eV).31,58–60 This surprising

findingmotivated us to further inspect the impact of a slope smaller than 2 and an inter-

cept different than 0 on the OER activity volcano plot.

In a recent communication, Exner constructed OER volcano plots based on the out-

lined modeling scheme. The author arrived at the conclusion that the OER activity

volcano is governed by different mechanistic descriptions in dependence on the

descriptor DG0
1, and the preferred pathway can change upon increasing overpoten-

tial. In Exner’s work, the following parameters were used for the *O vs. *OH scaling

relation: g0
1 = 2:00 and x01 = 0:00 eV. A side remark is needed for the choice of g1

0 =

2:00: this value refers to the notion that the *O intermediate might bind via a double

bond, whereas the *OH adsorbate binds via a single bond to the catalyst surface.

While it would be better to apply g1 = 2:00 rather than g0
1 = 2:00 for this train of

thought, the main conclusions of Exner’s work relating to a switch of the reaction

mechanismwith increasing overpotential remain unchanged, independent of the us-

age of g0
1 = 2:00 or g0

1 = 1:00 (g1 = 2:00) in the generalized analysis of activity vol-

cano plots.39

The above-discussed finding underpins that a change in the slope of the *O vs. *OH

scaling relation is relatively insignificant to the OER volcano plot, and we come back
Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024 5
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Figure 2. Mechanistic volcano plots with different *O vs. *OH scaling relation parameters

(A) Mechanistic volcano plot by using g0
1 and x01 of Exner’s recent work.39

(B) Mechanistic volcano plot by using g0
1 and x01 of Divanis’ work (cf. Figure 1).37 Please note that the plot in (A) is slightly different from the original in

Exner39 due to the inexact matching applied in our methodology (cf. section S4 of the supplemental information).
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to this statement at the end of this section again. However, a different situation is

encountered for the intercept of the scaling relation between the *O and *OH inter-

mediates. Figure 2 compares the volcano plot of Exner’s recent contribution to the

volcano plot based on the dataset of Divanis et al.37 (cf. scaling relation of Figure 1).

In the supplemental information, we have also provided volcano plots for the inter-

cept of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation obtained by the dataset of Divanis et al.

including the consideration of error bars using the square root of the mean squared

error (cf. Figures S2–S10 in section S5).

It is directly visible that the apex of the volcano plot shifts to the left (stronger *OH

binding) by about 0.8 eV if the intercept of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation increases

from 0 eV to 1.6 eV. This significant displacement of the volcano apex is unexpected

but clearly substantiates that, hitherto, the intercept of the *O vs. *OH scaling rela-

tion has been largely overlooked for volcano analyses. Also, the prevalent mecha-

nism on the left leg of the volcano plot (strong *OH binding) switches from the

mononuclear to the oxide description, indicating that a variation in the intercept

can alter the energetically preferred pathway in the OER. Finally, it is qualitatively

visible that the legs of the two volcano plots largely differ relating to the activity

descriptor GmaxðUÞ: for an intercept of 0 eV, the decrease in the electrocatalytic ac-

tivity is much more pronounced than for the intercept of 1.6 eV. This observation can

be related to the different slopes of the two plots since g0
1 = 2:00 is accompanied

with a much steeper volcano slope71 than g0
1 = 0:60.

Due to the unexpected influence of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation on the OER

activity volcano, we generalize our study by monitoring the influence of a varying

intercept of the *O and *OH intermediates on the volcano curve, which is further dis-

cussed below. Here, we consider x01 e ½� 1:50;2:50� eV with a step size of 0.50 eV in

the analysis. A detailed overview of the respective volcano curves is provided in sec-

tion S5 of the supplemental information (cf. Figures S2–S10). In the following, we

focus on x01 e ½1:00;2:50� eV as this value range captures the most important effects.

The discussed value range for x01 is also corroborated by a recent study of Man and

Tranca based on the same dataset, reporting values of 0.78 eV % x01 % 2.78 eV by
6 Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024
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Figure 3. Mechanistic OER volcano plots using g1’ = 0.60 and variable values for x1’

(A) x
0
1 = 1.00 eV.

(B) x
0
1 = 1.50 eV.

(C) x
0
1 = 2.00 eV.

(D) x
0
1 = 2.50 eV.

The value for g
0
1 is taken from Divanis et al.37 For a more detailed overview, we refer the reader to Figures S2–S10 in section S5 of the supplemental information.
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clustering the *O vs. *OH scaling relation intercept into intervals based on the eval-

uation of the thermodynamic overpotential.70

OER volcano curves in dependence of x01 are depicted in Figure 3. We distinguish

two key aspects of a changing intercept for the *O vs. *OH scaling relation, namely

the mechanistic profile and the shape of the volcano. Our results illustrate that for

x01 R2:00 eV, the binuclear mechanism is not observed in the OER volcano plot

anymore. This finding contrasts with Figure 2A or smaller intercepts (x01 < 2:00 eV),

indicating that in these cases the binuclear description is mainly observed close to

or at the volcano apex under typical OER conditions. Therefore, it can be concluded

that a non-zero intercept may cause that certain mechanistic descriptions can be

largely excluded a priori by means of generalized volcano analyses; this information

is significant to materials modeling of OER catalysts by means of DFT calculations as

it reduces computational costs.

Besides, the appearance of the oxide mechanism in the volcano plot strongly de-

pends on the intercept of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation. While this pathway is

observed at the weak-binding volcano leg for an intercept of x01 = 1:00 eV, for larger

values of this intercept, the oxide description becomes preferred at the opposite

volcano leg corresponding to strong *OH binding.

While the mononuclear mechanism is still the most commonly applied mechanistic

description in DFT studies, the volcano curves of Figure 3 underpin its relevance to

the OER modeling as this mechanism is part of the volcano plot in almost all
Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024 7
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cases, except in the case of strong *OH binding for x01 >1:00 eV. Nonetheless, the

consideration of the mononuclear description only for the approximation of the

electrocatalytic activity can lead to wrong conclusions since in most intervals of

the descriptor DG0
1, the mononuclear pathway competes with another reaction

mechanism.72

It is noteworthy that both the bifunctional I and II mechanisms are almost as preva-

lent as the mononuclear description in the volcano plots with various intercepts. It is

evident that in the case of a larger intercept, the bifunctional I pathway already ap-

pears at stronger *OH binding (DG0
1z0:6 eV at x01 = 1:00 eV vs. DG0

1z � 0:1 eV at

x01 = 2:50 eV). On the other hand, the bifunctional I mechanism is not operative for

weak *OH binding of DG0
1 >2:0 eV, regardless of the value of x01. Relating to the

bifunctional II description, it is important to indicate that the appearance of this

mechanistic pathway in the volcano plot is shifted to weaker *OH binding with

increasing intercept (DG0
1z � 0:9 eV at x01 = 1:50 eV vs. DG0

1z � 0:3 eV at x01 =

2:50 eV). Overall, there are more mechanistic changes for strong *OH binding

(DG0
1 < 0:0 eV), whereas the range of weak *OH binding (DG0

1 > 0:5 eV) is not largely

affected by a varying intercept.

In the following, we discuss the shape of the OER volcano. Figure 3 illustrates that

with increasing intercept, the volcano apex is strongly shifted to the left, indicating

a preference for strong *OH binding. The same trend is observed even if we consider

only themononuclear mechanism and use hTD as the activity descriptor, as discussed

in section S6 of the supplemental information (cf. Figure S11). Notably, for x01 =

2:00 eV and x01 = 2:50 eV, a second minimum arises in the volcano plot at a slightly

larger DG0
1 value compared to the global minimum (in the case of x01 = 2:00: DG0

1 =

�0:67 eV and DG0
1 = �0:17 eV for the global and the local minima, respectively).

The appearance of this local minimum is accompanied by a switch in the preferred

reaction mechanism at the global volcano apex. While for x01 < 2:00 eV the mecha-

nistic diversity is clearly pronounced since at least three or even all mechanisms

govern the volcano top, only the oxide mechanism is observed at the global volcano

apex for x01 = 2:00 eV and x01 = 2:50 eV.

Additionally, we examine the slope of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation by means of

sensitivity analyses. In this context, we fix the value of the intercept by using x01 =

1:57 eV and vary the slope g0
1 in the range of 0.22–1.00 (g1 from 1.22 to 2.00); the

former is the lowest value from the study of Divanis et al.,37 and the latter corre-

sponds to the conventional value in previous studies. Our results are summarized

in Figure 4 and demonstrate that an altered slope has a minor quantitative but not

a qualitative effect on the OER activity volcano, in agreement with Exner’s recent

study.33 More precisely, the legs of the volcano become steeper as the slope g0
1 in-

creases, indicating that the electrocatalytic activity is reduced more rapidly when

moving away from the volcano top. Even if there are certain shifts in the DG0
1 ranges

for the windows of prevalent mechanisms, the overall profile remains unchanged.

Most importantly, we can clearly see that the volcano apex and the prevalent mech-

anisms at the apex do not change, which contrasts with the varying intercept (cf. Fig-

ure 3). Therefore, we can confidently render the conclusion that the intercept, x01, of
the *O vs. *OH scaling relation is of higher relevance to the OER volcano plot than

the slope, g0
1, of this scaling relation. While the concrete range of x01 for different clas-

ses of OER materials is yet to be determined, we outline a new train of thought in the

discussion section of our manuscript of how to make use of the intercept x01 for ma-

terials discovery and catalyst optimization.
8 Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024



Figure 4. Mechanistic OER volcano plot to demonstrate its sensitivity to three values of g0
1, namely g0

1 = 0.22 (blue), g0
1 = 0.50 (orange), and g0

1 = 1.00

(green).
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So far, we have discussed the OER volcano plot in a generalized fashion by inspect-

ing the impact of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation on the preferred reaction mecha-

nism and shape of the volcano. In the next step, we benchmark the derived volcano

plots with experimental data. Due to the fact that the dataset of Divanis et al.37 fo-

cuses on metal oxides, we discuss activity trends for single-crystalline IrO2(110) and

RuO2(110) electrodes. It is noteworthy that Kuo et al. have determined the

DG0
i ði = 1;2Þ values of the mononuclear mechanism (cf. Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4)

for both model electrodes at different pH values based on cyclic voltammetry mea-

surements.53,54 These values are summarized in Table S1 of the supplemental infor-

mation, and Table S2 compiles the activity trends of IrO2(110) and RuO2(110) in

the OER for different electrolyte solutions (cf. section S7 of the supplemental

information).

Based on the experimental data, we determine the slope g1 and scaling relation

intercept x01 of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation for bothmaterials (cf. Figure 5A), which

are distinct for IrO2(110) and RuO2(110). Using these two scaling relations, we

compile volcano plots for IrO2(110) and RuO2(110) at U = 1.60 V vs. RHE (cf. Fig-

ure 5B). It is evident that the apex of the volcano plot for RuO2(110) is below that

of IrO2(110), indicating that RuO2(110) should be in general more active than

IrO2(110) in the OER, which is consistent with experimental data69,73 from different

laboratories. When discussing the activity of these materials in acid (pH = 1) or base

(pH = 12.9) by including the respective DG0
1 values (cf. Table S1) as data points in the

volcano plot, we conclude that RuO2(110) is more active in acid than in base, which is

in line with the experimental results of Kuo and coworkers (cf. Table S2). In case of

IrO2(110), we observe that the electrocatalytic activity in acid and base is almost

identical, which agrees reasonably well with the reported slightly higher electroca-

talytic activity of IrO2(110) under acidic conditions (cf. Table S2). Finally, it is also
Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024 9



A B

Figure 5. Results of applying the proposed methodology to the experimental data on RuO2(110)

and IrO2(110)

(A) Scaling relations for RuO2(110) and IrO2(110) based on experimentally determined pH-

dependent adsorption free energies of the *O and *OH intermediates.53,54

(B) Generalized volcano plots based on the *O vs. *OH scaling relation for RuO2(110) and IrO2(110)

at U = 1.60 V vs. RHE. The values for the data points of DG0
1 in acid (pH = 1) and base (pH = 12.9) are

summarized in Table S1.
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evident that RuO2(110) is more active than IrO2(110) for both acidic and alkaline

conditions, which is consistent with the experimentally reported activity trends

(cf. Table S2).

While Kuo and coworkers concluded in their pioneering work that the application of

the Sabatier principle based on the adsorption free energies DG0
1 and DG0

2 does not

allow comprehending the activity trends of IrO2(110) and RuO2(110),
53,54 we empha-

size that volcano plots with an explicit inclusion of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation

intercept are able to reproduce their pH-dependent activity trends (cf. Table S2).

This represents a major improvement over previously published simplified volcano

models that rely only on the *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation.74 In addition, our re-

ported methodology also goes beyond the concept of overpotential-dependent

volcano plots previously proposed by one of the authors, where activity trends for

IrO2(110) and RuO2(110) at different pH values were not captured in the analysis.75

DISCUSSION

While the discussion of the OER activity volcano plot has been governed by the

*OOH vs. *OH scaling relation13 in the last decade, the OER volcano plot is invariant

with respect to this scaling relation, as evident from recent works demonstrating that

an alteration of the intercept x02 deviating from the conventional value of 3.20 eV has

basically no impact on the volcano shape or the preferred reaction mechanism.39 A

different situation though is encountered with the *O vs. *OH scaling relation, given

that the present work highlights the significant effect of the intercept x01 on the OER

volcano plot. While the values g0
1 = 0.60 and x01 = 1:57 eV from Divanis’ work37 refer

to a dataset of transition-metal oxides, we emphasize that the corresponding values

reported by Karmodak et al.8 for transition-metal dichalcogenides are g0
1 = 0.46 and

x01 = 1.23 eV. The clear difference between these datasets indicates that different

classes of materials may follow a dissimilar *O vs. *OH scaling relation. It could

even be the case that the *O vs. *OH scaling relation changes for different reaction

mechanisms in the OER, which, if true, would enable the design of OER catalysts

based on the preferred mechanistic pathways. The recent analysis of Man and

Tranca indicates that the *O vs. *OH scaling relation is correlated to the electroca-

talytic activity of metal oxides in the OER in that highly active OER catalysts reveal
10 Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024
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a medium-sized value of the intercept x01 = 1.81 eV, whereas inactive OER catalysts

are found for x01 = 0.78 eV or x01 = 2.78 eV.70 Therefore, we propose that it may be

beneficial to optimize materials in a homologous series by taking the *O vs. *OH

scaling relation rather than the *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation as a reference.

We note that in previous works, it has already been discussed that the breaking of

the *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation does not guarantee to obtain an electrocatalyst

with higher intrinsic activity,63,68 and it may even cause optimization in the wrong

direction toward lower activities. On the other hand, optimization (rather than

breaking) of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation could potentially enable fine-tuning of

electrocatalysts toward the OER. In this context, it is suggested that the *O vs.

*OH scaling relation of transition-metal oxide-based RuO2 and IrO2 (cf. Figure 5A)

may serve as a benchmark due to the high intrinsic activities of these materials for

OER in acid. For other material classes, it might be purposeful to optimize their inter-

cept x01 toward that of transition-metal oxide-based RuO2 and IrO2 as it can be

assumed that such modification may be accompanied by an increased intrinsic activ-

ity. It is yet important to note the caveats of the above train of thought. Firstly, the

energetics of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation is much more prone to scatter than

that of the *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation. Hence, the determination of an intercept

reveals higher uncertainty due to larger error bars. Secondly, the activity at the peak

of the volcano depends very little on the scaling relation intercept. This renders the

optimization of materials for the OER by the *O vs. *OH scaling relation more com-

plex and error-prone than by using the conventional *OOH vs. *OH scaling relation.

Finally, we would like to provide a physical interpretation of why different intercepts

for the *O vs. *OH scaling relation are not only observed among different material

classes but even for different nanoparticle catalysts. It was demonstrated in previous

works by Calle-Vallejo, Sautet, and coworkers that the intercept, x, of adsorbate-en-

ergy scaling relations is related to the geometric structure of adsorption sites.76,77

The classification of different adsorption sites is made possible by the concept of

generalized coordination number, and different coordination numbers have been

shown to reveal dissimilar intercepts in adsorbate-energy scaling relations.78,79

Further evidence was provided in a recent communication by Vogt,80 outlining

that s- and p-bonded adsorbates on metal surfaces follow dissimilar intercepts.

This finding is particularly relevant to the present case of the *O vs. *OH scaling rela-

tion as it is conventionally considered that the *O adsorbate may contain a p-bond,

whereas the *OH intermediate consists of a s-bond only. Therefore, we argue that a

thorough investigation of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation intercept is urgently called

for in future studies to further comprehend the factors that govern the OER activity

on the atomic scale. These investigations may benefit from our advanced volcano

plots including the sensitivity of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation to identify material

motifs with high intrinsic OER activity for energy conversion.

Conclusions

Volcano plots have gained tremendous popularity as a tool to comprehend the ac-

tivity trends of (electro-)catalytic processes including the OER by relying on the anal-

ysis of simple adsorption free energies. While the initial approach relied on a single

mechanistic description and approximated the electrocatalytic activity by a single

binding energy,13,41 recent advancements in the data-driven construction of vol-

cano plots point out the necessity of applying advanced descriptors51,52 to deter-

mine the electrocatalytic activity as well as to factor various mechanistic pathways

into the analysis.39,67 The evaluation of various mechanisms is enabled by the scaling

relations between the *OH, *O, and *OOH intermediates in the OER.19–23 Here, it is
Chem Catalysis 4, 101039, July 18, 2024 11
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important to note that the considered scaling relation between the *O and OH ad-

sorbates, both in the initial picture as well as in recent works,13,39,43,67 has relied so

far on a simplification by neglecting the term x01 (cf. Equation 12), which refers to the

intercept of this scaling relation.

In the present work, we discuss the impact of the scaling relation intercept between

the *O and *OH intermediates on the activity volcano plot of the OER, indicating

that this intercept not only affects the location of the apex but also influences the

preferred mechanism in the volcano plot (cf. Figure 3). Strikingly, it is possible to

observe two minima in the volcano plot, one global and one local, depending on

the intercept value of the *O vs. *OH scaling relation. This finding could serve as

an additional explanation for the pressing issue in that no breakthrough in the

OER5,81 has been achieved so far since optimization to the local minimum is difficult

to achieve.

While we believe that new ways of thinking are needed to contribute to a break-

through in the OER, we offer a new train of thought relating to catalyst discovery

and optimization by referring to the *O vs. *OH scaling relation rather than the

scaling relation between the *OOH and OH adsorbates. This procedure is bench-

marked by the reproduction of experimental pH-dependent activity trends of

IrO2(110) and RuO2(110) in the OER (cf. Figure 5). We believe that future works in

this direction are required to shed further light on the significance of the O vs.

*OH scaling relation to control the electrocatalytic activity of OER catalysts on the

atomic scale.
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